The application or II first-order rcgularisation tecliniquc to the problem of reconstruction of visiblc surfaces is describcd. Thc approach is ti computationally eflicient first-order inethod tlial iicliievcs approximatc invariance. The rcsults indicate that tlic proposed method for stirfacc rcconsLructioii pcrforms well on sparse noisy range data.
ftzfrohction: Surface reconstruction is ncccssary to derive 21 coniplete representation of a surfacc from sparse noisy sets or geometric information such as depth and orientation. The reconstruction result must be invariant with respect to viewpoint, i.e. to rotations aiid translations of the siirfaccs being reconstructed. In this Letter a novel, coinputationally efficient foiin of a first-order energy functional for surface reconstruction that achieves approximate invariancc is proposed. Invariant reconstruction in the context ol' regularisation has been investigated by approximating an invariant energy function. Second-order models that are capable of invariant reconstruction are invcstigated in [I, 21. However, it convex approximation to the first-order invariant form has not heen previously reported. This is an imporlant case to consider hecause first-order methods are more computationally efficient than cnrrent high-order methods.
Our algorithm consist5 of three steps: an initial reconstruction, partial derivative estimates from the initial reconstruction resnlt, and a second reconstruction which uses the estiinatcd derivatives. The esliniatcd derivatives arc inserted as constants into an approximately invariant cnei-gy l'unctioiial (second reconstruction) which is then convex. The importance of the estimated derivatives is that they improve the performance of the second reconstruction with respect to invariance. Tlie use of estimated derivatives that arc not invariant does not yield truly invariant reconstruction. However, a significant improvement in invariance can he achieved in the second reconstruction by using this non-invariant information.
Vieiyoint iizvuricmt reconstr.uctior~: Depth constraint data in an explicit form, z(x, jj), is used in our work given sparse range data zd. The perpendicular distance lz -clcos$ bctweeii the surfax, i, and the constraint surface, c, is invariant where cos@ is the surPncc slant [ 11. The squared distance, (z -cos:$ ,which is also invariant, is used in our work. The data compatibility tcrm E(z, / I ) is a s follows:
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where z , and zv are the first-order derivative at the ineasurctiieiit location (i, ,/I. Estimates i, and ?, , of z., and zr are inscrtcd as constants in tlic computation. This agrees with the research result by lkeuchi and Katlade [3] where they rcported a noise model or typical light-stripe rangc tinder. According to their findings, the larger the anglc between the surface normal aiid the illtiininator direction of a light stripe, the larger unccrtaiiity exists in thc sensed z value.
We present a first-order stabilising runction that is both convex and approximately invariant. We make a convex approximation to the following first-order stabilising function that is non-convex and invariant. (2) . $ 2 R c % denotes the image domain. A convex approximation to eqn. 2 that has been commoiily uscd is iis follows: which assumes z,, 2 0 and z,, * 0; i.e. tlie integrand, 3.: + z: of eqn. 3 is the first-order ~a y~o r expansion of the integraoci, $1 + z t + z f ) -1 of cqn. 2, at 2: + z: = 0. Tlie approximation error of this first-order expansion is not ignorable when the slope I , : + z; is large, i.e. surfaces of an image are steep. Our goal is to rcduce this approximation crror. Therecore, our approximation is to use R first-order expansion of the Taylor series at g = i instead of at g = 0. The approximation becomes The iinage domain R c 9Z2 is tessellated into rectangular subdoniains with sides of / I , and /7,, in the .\ and ,y directions, respectivcly. Nodes are located at stibdomain corners \diere they are shared by adjacent subdomains. Combining the data compatibility nicasiire and the stabilising fnnction discrctised using the finite dicfcrcnce (eqn. 5), we obtain wherc ii,, is the estimate or z: + zz at tlie location of node (i, .I) and /ii is zero wherc no data is provided at the location of' (i, j ) . Constant tciins are ignored. The resulting SOR (successive overrelaxation) updating equations Tor inside pixels arc a s follows. If therc is data at node (i,,j), i.e. Li,l = I :
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where Experimentul results: We have compared the invariance perfoimaiice of our method, eqns. 7 aiid 8 (iramcd 'invariant fit'), with that or the commonly used first-order method based on cqu. 3 (named 'normal fit'). To test for invariance, we use 'datal' and 'data2' as shown in Fig. I . 'Datal' and 'data? have two inclined planes of which the slopes are tanl5" and tan75". 'Data2' is obtained by rotating 'datal' by 60" about the y-axis. Thc Gaussian noise N(0, 1) is added to 'datal' and 'data2 in the direction of the surface normal vector. To show the invariance property, dense and sparse 'datal' and 'data2 that are noisy are reconstructed and the reconstructed result for 'data2 is rotated back into correspondence with 'datal'. The difference between the two reconstructed surfaces is cxamincd by computing the volume, V, between them divided by the average surface area, A, of thc two reconstructions [4] . This measure provides the average distance between surfaces. Fig. 2 illustrates the results of invariance tests by comparing one slice of the reconstruction results. According to our observations, when the data is dense, the reconstnicted surface follows the data closely for both reconstructions. However, the difference in the invariance property between 'normal fit' aiid 'invariant fit' was still visible. As the sparseness of input image increases (i.e. when there are fewer data points), the invariance perfoniiance of 'normal fit' gets much worse than that of 'invariant fit' as shown in Fig. 2 where 90% of the pixels are missing. Invariance of 'invariant fit' (VIA = 0.3340) is much better than 'normal fit' (VIA = 0.7070).
Conclusion: In contrast to previous work, our approach is the first first-order computationally efficient method to achievc approximate invariance. It works especially well on sparse noisy range data. These facts make the proposed method for surface reconstruction more attractive than other existing mcthods. data packets in a time-sharing mode and, because a.feedback link is not available, can never determine these time offsets. Furlhermore, because of the lack of a fecdback link, the nscrs can never be sure of the outcome of their individual packet transmissions. The aim of this Lettcr is the introduction of a new construction technique of protocol sequences for the users of a collision channcl without feedback. This construction shares with the MasseyMalhys construction [3] the Fact that both are specific for the slolsynchronised case and are applicable to duty factor vectors with rational components. We review Massey's construction, which we refer to as Construction (i), and introduce our new construction tcchniquc and rcfer to it as Construction (ii). The cycle length N of the protocol sequences obtained by Construction (ii) is at most equal to that obtaiiied by Construction (i), bcing typically much shorter, which can be an advantage in practical applications. We then present a generalisation of the technique known as decimation decoding [3] , for identifying the sender of each si~ccessfnlly transmitted packet. The coding problcin for rcconstructing the packets lost in collisions, when these new protocol sequences are used, is exactly the same as in the classical case and thus can be handled by the usual procedures available in the literature, e.g. [3, 41. Following Massey [3] we impose in the sequel the restriction that all M users align their packet transmissions to fall within time slots on their local clocks, and hence also within time slots on the rcceivcr's clock, since in this case the time offsets Si , I 5 i 5 M, are integer multiples of the slot length.
Clmriccd technique: For the sake of completeness we shall describe next the only technique published so far [3] for the synthesis of any duty factor vector p = (pl, p2, ..., p M ) with only rational componcnts, i.e. p = (ql/q, q21q, ..., qM/q), where ql, q2, ..., q,M are nonnegative integers and q is a positive integer assumed to be chosen as small as possible. In what follows we shall refcr to this construction as Construction (i). A special protocol matrix Syy is constructed for the given p using an intennediary matrix with q-ary components. The intermediary matrix A,w, is the M x q,"' matrix whosejth column is the M place radix-q representation of thc integer -.i, with least significant digit at the top. The desired protocol matrix Shfq is obtained by mapping, within the ith row of AM,, the q-aiy digits q ~ 1, q ~ 2, ._., q -qi to Is and mapping the q-ary digits q -qi -. I, ..., 1, 0 to zeros. We remark that this technique, although quite general, leads in inany situations to rather long cycle lcngths N = q", which is not usually a desirable feature in practice. Fortunately, as we show in the following Section, there are many situations where this difficulty can be overcome. For example, for p = (316, 216, 116) the resulting protocol sequence cycle length is N = 63 = 216 when Coiistmction (i) is employed, while the value N = 36 results when instead we use Construction (ii), introduced in the following Section.
New construction of protocol sequences: We obseive that the constraint adopted in Lemma 1 of [3] of using duty factor vectors p = @,. pz. ...,ph,) which are probability vectors, i.e. vectors p such that p , = 1, is important for achieving rate points on the outer boundary of the capacity region hut duty factor vectors p which are not probability vectors, although suboptimal in terms of rate, indy be intercsting in applications where a shorter cycle length may bc desirable.
